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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The Ram is a top pick in the full-size pickup truck
segment thanks to its winning combination of strong performance, smooth ride and a classy
cabin. There are certainly basic requirements that you'd expect a pickup truck to meet. A truck
has to be tough, both in practice and preferably in appearance as well. It has to tow and haul
things that nothing else can. It has to have a robust V8 engine available along with four-wheel
drive. The Ram satisfies all that, but then so do its competitors. Sure, one may be able to tow a
little more or have a slightly tougher frame, but for the vast majority of jobs, any full-size pickup
will get it done. In order to stand out, trucks are built these days with unique conveniences and
little luxuries, and in this respect the Ram definitely succeeds. The Ram features a unique rear
suspension design for its tough solid axle that features coil springs, delivering a more carlike
ride without compromising hauling or towing. The Ram also stands out with useful features like
watertight storage compartments in the floor of the cabin and the lockable compartments that
straddle the cargo bed. The Ram stands out because it makes an owner's life easier, and this
means that the higher trim levels of this truck that incorporate such features are probably more
appealing relative to the Chevy Silverado , Ford F and Toyota Tundra. This is especially true
when you consider that the standard V6 and midgrade V8 do no better in fuel economy than the
top-dog horsepower V8. Really, it's hard to go wrong with any full-size truck these days, but if
you want a really nice one, we think the Ram is a little nicer than the rest. The Ram is a full-size
pickup available in multiple cab styles and bed lengths. The extended cab "Quad Cab" can seat
up to six in two bench rows and comes only with the 6-foot-4 bed. The crew cab model expands
rear-seat legroom even farther, but is only available with a 5-foot-7 bed. There are four trim
levels. The Power and Remote Entry Group adds keyless entry and power locks, mirrors and
windows. The ST Popular Equipment Group adds cruise control, carpeted flooring, cloth
upholstery and satellite radio. Both of these equipment groups are standard on the SLT
available in all cab styles , which also adds inch alloy wheels, a standard V8, chrome exterior
trim, a power-sliding rear window and a trip computer. The Power Equipment Group adds inch
alloy wheels, foglamps, a rear stabilizer bar and an eight-way power driver seat with power
lumbar adjustment. Also optional are a leather-wrapped steering wheel and power-folding and
auto-dimming mirrors. The Sport available in all cab styles adds the above optional equipment
along with a body-colored grille, inch chrome wheels, unique bucket seats and console, and a
floor-mounted shifter lever. Many of the above features can be had on the SLT and Sport. Other
notable options depending on trim level include an integrated trailer brake controller, a spray-in
bedliner, a sunroof, "RamBox" storage bins mounted on the sides of the bed, a rear parking
camera and a navigation system with real-time traffic. A rear-seat entertainment system is also
available on Crew Cab models. There are also a variety of packages available as well. The
Outdoorsman only available on four-wheel-drive trucks includes highlights such as the 5. The
Lone Star available in Texas only and Big Horn available everywhere but Texas are similar in
that they bundle together a bunch of the SLT's optional equipment along with special badging
and trim. The standard engine for the rear-wheel-drive Ram ST regular and quad cabs is a 3. A

four-speed automatic is standard. A six-speed automatic transmission is standard. A six-speed
auto is standard. In Edmunds performance testing, a Crew Cab Sport went from zero to 60 mph
in 7. Maximum towing capacity when properly equipped is 10, pounds -- this is less than its
competitors, but not by much. Standard safety equipment on the Ram includes four-wheel
antilock disc brakes, stability control, hill-start assist, trailer-sway control, front-seat side
airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. In government crash testing, the Ram received an
overall rating of three stars out of five , with two stars for overall frontal crash protection. The
Crew and Quad cabs received an overall side crash rating of five stars. Oddly, the results were
different in crash testing by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. Here the Ram received
the top score of "Good" in the institute's frontal-offset test, but the second-worst score of
"Marginal" in the side-impact and roof strength tests. In Edmunds brake testing, the Ram
Laramie compared favorably with competing trucks, requiring feet to come to a stop from 60
mph. However, a lesser-equipped Sport did it in a short feet. With its body-on-frame
construction, the Ram exhibits the sort of ride quality you expect from a truck designed to carry
a payload of a half ton, but the coil springs in the rear suspension do much to maintain a
comfortable ride on the highway when the cargo bed is empty. We would steer potential owners
away from the Ram's base V6, which is not only underpowered for the pickup's heft, but also
offers no advantage in fuel economy. The 4. The new six-speed automatic found in the V8
models helps optimize both fuel economy and towing ability, allowing the Ram to better
compete with the Ford, GM and Toyota pickups. Still, one of the several optional axle ratios
might be in order if you need to tow something, but keep in mind that this will come at the cost
of fuel economy. The Ram's light-effort steering also lacks any sort of feel, which can be
unnerving on a narrow country road. The Ram 's interior is as good as it gets in the pickup
segment. The range-topping Laramie, with its wood-grain trim and leather upholstery, makes for
a very posh pickup, but even the lower trim levels have an attractive design, well-textured
materials and intuitively placed controls. The front seats, while rather soft, strike an adequate
balance between support and comfort. The crew cab's rear seat is very comfortable, offering
loads of legroom and an agreeable seatback angle. If there is an interior quibble, it's that the
available touchscreen audio interface isn't as user-friendly as the higher-tech electronics
systems found in the Ford F The Ram provides plenty of standard and optional storage spaces.
The center console bin is quite large, while the crew cab features watertight storage
compartments under the rear floor as well as shallow bins under the flip-up backseat. Unique to
this pickup is the optional RamBox feature, which places a pair of lockable compartments over
the rear fenders inside the truck bed. It's a neat feature, though we've found the durability of the
compartments isn't as sturdy as one might expect. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle
from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified
a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ram Regular Cab. Is it better
to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Ram lease specials Check out
Ram lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features
Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Weak base-model engine with poor fuel economy. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the for sale near you. See
Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For , the Ram gets a new six-speed automatic transmission
and as a result, a fuel economy increase. Read more. Write a review See all 53 reviews. The Ram
Express is a winner! I purchased a Dodge Ram Express in October of I fell in love at first sight,
or maybe at that point it was lust. Nonetheless, within the first mile of the test drive I was in
love. It is not a truck, this thing is a Race Truck! If you like having plenty of power readily
accessible you will be well pleased. I have installed an aftermarket intake on my Ram and
imagine it has well over horsepower. The ride and overall smoothness of the truck are
incredible. People comment on how smooth it is. I would highly recommend the Ram to anyone.
I have gotten 19mpg on a trip to and from the mountains in NC. Read less. The Ram Hemi
Express What a deal! Purchased my deep cherry red Express during Dodge Truck Month. I
wanted a sripped down version but when I spotted this loaded jewel on the lot I took it. Best
bang and performance for the buck one can find in a new vehicle. Blistering performance with

the very potent Hemi. Most comfortable vehicle I've ever owned. Flawless operation in 7 months
and miles since purchase. I bought this truck in October I live in maine , I think the truck is good
but I really do use it as a family truck and a work truck. It's is the best family truck but let's see
what you get when you take it off road. Make sure to see pros and cons. This is pure American
muscle. Accelerates like a sports car with the 5. After 2. I've taken it cross-county on business
with no problems. The exterior design induces countless head-turns on the regular by truck
lovers of all types. The interior is spacious. There's plenty of room for attractive shotgun-riders.
See all 53 reviews of the Used Ram Regular Cab. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Sign
Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Was very pushy. I told
them I was not ready and they just kept emailing me and then making up times saying we have
an appointment to meet at this time and I never agreed to that. Anything for a buck I guess.
David was very helpful and professional. Better yet he knew the car inside and out before he
called. I wish all sales people would learn about their product before trying to sell it like David
did. Well done David. I messaged them late at night. They emailed me AND called me first thing
the next morning! We bought the car hours later. The most painless car buying experience I
have ever had! We will definitely be back! But I guess it wasn't enough, they said I need a co
signer. Multiple people were responding to my emails, but they were disorganized and couldn't
keep track of the vehicle I was asking about. The sales process was smooth and efficient even
though I was buying from out of state! Really good service staff is above par and works to get
you into a car or truck you want. Would recommend to anyone. Very bad customer service. I
asked for walk around video, they never would do this for me. I asked for a out the door number
with a breakdown of what made up that number. And I was told the only number I needed to
know what the out-the-door price. The customer experience there was awful. I ended up buying
a more expensive car from someone else in the area. I even emailed management and I never
got a response so I guess they don't care how their customer service is. I didn't buy the car but
the information that they told me was very helpful Bait and switch big time. They immediately ad
2k-3k to the advertised price. They say it is for paint protection, window tint, etc. Waste of time.
Excellent car. As promised. Smooth, transaction. Friendly, professional staff. Warranty, Will do
business again. Drove 35 minutes to an appointment with them, they let me show up to tell me
the truck was gone then tried to sell me something far worse. I was assisted by Denise who I
had told her of my fear of terrible customer service with dealerships.. Extremely helpful and
made my dream come true of owning my Dream car! Thank you Denise! I bought my truck from
here. The process was very easy. My salesman, Ricardo, was great! Elvin went out of his way to
find information about this truck I was interested in. Elvin took the time to search for other
trucks similar to make me happy, Elvin offered to contact me if and when something came in he
would reach out to me. Great Customer Service is all consumer ask for. Elvin definitely won my
service Thanks Elvin. The original contact was reluctant answering questions on the particular
vehicle of interest. For this reason, one to two days there lapsed periods without contact until
someone within the dealership would view messages with responses. My sale's person name
was la shawn, and he was very helpful and understanding and he went out of his way to
accommodate my wishes and beyond, an excellent customer service I experienced in a while.
Dealer upfront about the non negotiable price, but only after you arrive. Jeff the sale
representative from the start was very personal, helpful, courteous, and professional. We had to
travel from California to Arizona in seeing and driving the vehicle. Jeff honesty and reassurance
made it easy and comfortable with us traveling such distances. We have recommended others
to the Jeff and the dealership. My experience was a great success. Ron and his son were very
helpful, respectful, kind,and friendly. I look forward to getting my car very soon. They reserved
the car I wanted even though I was out of state. Linda the was extremely helpful. Dealership was
okay to work with friendly the car I wanted to buy was overpriced made an offer and they
weren't able to meet my offer so I went shopping somewhere else overall good rating.
Contacted salesman via email offering a possible cash out the door sale. He responded with a
copy of the car information, completely disregarded our offer. Unwilling to negotiate with out of
state customers on vehicle price. Great experience and we ended up buying. We did not buy
this specific car, but did purchase a new one. The Dodge Ram Pickup half-ton truck is a
machine built for work. Two engines were available in the Dodge Ram a 3. The V6 has hp of
pulling power, while the V8 has an impressive hp. All trims are available with a 6. The half-ton
pickup easily stands up to this rating. Comfort wise, the Dodge Ram has a number of options
available, depending on the package you want. Options include air conditioning, tilt steering,
cruise control, a tachometer, and a cassette player. For driving ease, a 4-speed automatic
transmission is available in all trims of the Dodge Ram half-ton, although a 5-speed manual

comes standard. Gas mileage isn't great, especially with the V8, but that's to be expected from a
heavy-duty truck. Owners of the Dodge Ram were generally happy with the truck, though there
were a few problems that seemed to come up a few times. Transmissions and water pumps
needing replacement too early were the main complaints, though a number of people
commented on the poor factory paint job that came with the Ram But over and over, people
were happy with the overall performance of the Dodge Ram, which seems to be a true
workhorse. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide
on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After
all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in
their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Dodge RAM Email me price drops and new listings for these results.
Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized RAM Dealer. Read more. Great value, excellent
features, super price. Full rear seat, great leg room , Alpine stereo, satellite radio, 2 month free
subscription. Sun room power rear sliding window. These are great trucks that will work for you
day in and day out. If taken care of it will last until you decide to get rid of it. They look well
maintained and very affordable. I will be going to check them out as soon cas I get a break from
off the road. Why Use CarGurus? Dodge dealers in Phoenix AZ. Dodge dealers in Surprise AZ.
Dodge dealers in Apache Junction AZ. Dodge dealers in Casa Grande AZ. Dodge dealers in
Prescott AZ. Dodge dealers in Tucson AZ. Dodge dealers in Flagstaff AZ. Dodge dealers in
Yuma AZ. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

